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analyzing the grammar of english A brief undergraduate textbook abbreviated

by the authors as AGEBUT is a textbook intended for undergraduate students majoring

inin fields of study in which an analysis of english grammar plays an important role ie
linguistics and education the text is not intended to be a complete grammar reference

but serves as an exercise book which examines basic concepts of english grammar it has

been used as a text for advanced level ESL learners studying grammar although this is not

the primary intended audience the text assumes a 15 week academic calendar

analyzing the grammar of english consists of eight chapters 1 analyzing english
2 verbs and tenses forms and functions 3 basic structures do support negation

auxiliaries responses emphasis contraction 4 modalsmedals prepositional and particle

verbs transitivity and voice conditionality 5 some components of the noun phrase

form and functions 6 adjectives and relative clauses 7 adverbs it and there
referentials and non referentials clefts and 8 embedded sentences coordination
and subordination an appendix is also included which contains a verb matrix with the

complementation patterns that verbs co occur with

chapter one analyzing english begins by providing an overview of ways in which

language is analyzed A discussion of the grammatical categories to describe parts of
speech in english is addressed next A basic discussion of word order follows the
chapter continues with a discussion of the sounds of english with this foundation the
reader is prepared to take different areas of english grammar and discuss them in more

detail

each chapter contains a brief explanation of a principle followed by exercises in

which the student can apply the principle the chapter on adjectives and relative clauses

chapter 6 provides an example of how each chapter is structured in order to teach an

aspect of english grammar the six exercises in this chapter move from recognition of
types of adjectives to recognition and production of comparativesuperlativecomparative superlative forms the
exercises then continue with recognition and production of relative clauses the exercises

typically include both recognition and production tasks
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analyzing the grammar of english accomplishes its intended purpose the text

serves an undergraduate audience best it is filled with exercises which allow the student

to apply the principles being taught and it does not intend to cover all aspects of english
grammar

the text has perforated pages which can be easily removed students can complete

the exercises in the book and then remove them to be reviewed by peers in the classroom

or by the instructor programs at the undergraduate level that spend time examining the

grammar of english would benefit from teschner and evans text
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